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10, 130 Smith Street, Darwin City

Skyline Views - Inner City Sanctuary
Located on the fringe of Darwin's thriving CBD, this stunning 6th floor
apartment offers glorious views over the city skyline and towards the ocean
to capture Darwin's incredible sunsets.
The 'Kim on Smith' building was recently constructed in 2014 and offers a
luxury finish and quality fit out from the team at GT Builders so you can be
assured of its integrity. This complex is 12 stories high which includes 4 level
car park and 40 apartments. At the base of the complex is commercial
shops.
The apartment itself is accessible via secure fob lift with intercom access for
your guests and garage parking with 2 bays sets aside for this apartment
Inside is a white on white modern approach with a gorgeous central kitchen
that has feature pendant lighting strung low over the stone counters,
streamlined appliances offer a sleek modern look while the walk in pantry
has a bounty of storage space and secretly hosts the laundry room as well!
Now that is smart.
The two bedrooms sit apart from each other offering the potential to cohabit without the loss of privacy. Each room is well oversized and affords
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Open plan living and dining areas flow through to the balcony where you can
entertain, cook on the webber, or just take in the stunning sunsets as they
dip low over the watery horizons. As the night comes alive, watch as the
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Property Type
Property ID
Floor Area

SOLD
residential
17
183 m2

Agent Details
Nikki Vazanellis - 0450 473 710
Office Details
Core Realty (NT)
Unit 304 42 Gothenburg Crescent
Stuart Park NT 0820 Australia
0450 473 710

